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In his theory of communication,
C.So Shannon

(1
^ determined the

channel capacity oΓ a disrete noi-
seless system by means of a de-
terminant equation of the follow-
ing type:

A^(z) are constant, then the
characteristic polynomial has con-
stant coefficientso

Proof. Let \,λ
z
 -- *-̂  - A*, be

eigenvalues of J\ (%,)
 t

 then

λι -t-λi -t — -i-Ati - Const

where A ί Z ) is a square matrix
dependent on a complex variable
Z«

In this note I will prove the
existence of a real positive root
of the smallest absolute value,
which is assumed in Shannon's
theory.

Theorem,

Let /4(z) be a matrix subject
to the following conditions:

(1) A{%) is a square matrix of
order n. .

(2) Every matrix element Ackίz)
of Λ(%) is an entire func-
tion of z

and

(3; Every coefficient Aι*.rn.
of /4tίt(z)is non-negative

(4) At least one coefficient of
the characteristic polyno-
mial \λE—A(Z)\ is not
constant•

Then the determinant equation

\E-A(z)]=o

From these equations follows
Λ/-rλχ. Ί- — -f λ<yι= Const

by the theorem of symmetric func-
tions

Lemma 2. The matrix (E-A(z)
is not an entire function

Proof. By Lemma 1, at least
one TV (A*(Z)) is not con-
stant for 1 -s k i= n

Hence at least one diagonal
element of /\

κ
 ίz) is not all

constant.

• ίz) A

Λ
Let /»////' be a non-zero coef-
ficient of the smallest order in
the above expansion. Because all
the coefficients is non-negative,
the following inequality holds:

has a real positive root of the
smallest^absolute value

Lemma 1. If all of the traces
Tr( A"(z)) of

In the expansion
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j-th diagonal element has a sub-
sequence

where

The last series has a convergence

radius / Λ * \~k .

Hence "
e
fr^

rΛKX
^

J
 is not an en-

tire function, q
β
β,d.

Because the matrix [fr ~~A{z-)\
i3 singular, when and only when
I £ _^\(^ ) | is zero, it suffices

to examine the singularity of

(g -Alz)y

Instead of (£~/\(z)) wo con-
sider the infinite series:

Every element DCH(Z) of B(z) has
non-negative coefficients. By
the well-known theorem of Prings-
heira, such a function has a sin-
gularity Tut U rs*. is the
convergence radius of Bt ^te)

Hence

is the real positive root oΓ the
smallest absolute value, q.e d

Remark, Especially when
Ac*,<γκ=0 ί-rnφ I) , our theorem
reduces to the theorem of Probe-
nius.(V

( ) Received Dec. 11, 1951.
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